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addremoveBrand Reference Number:VV101Sales - AdviceCall CenterContact Kevin: International '33 2 57 88 00 74 Monday to Friday 9am to 7pm Satur Day from 10am to 6pm. This article does not adequately cite its sources (January 2013). If you have any books or reference articles, or if you are aware of any quality websites dealing with the topic discussed here, please complete the article by giving helpful links to its verifiability
and linking them with the Notes and Links section in practice: What sources are expected? How do I add my sources? This article is about classical music. You can share your knowledge by improving it (how?) as recommended by the relevant projects. Ernest Van de Velde Pink Method , the first year of piano is probably the most famous method of learning piano for children. This book has been used by several generations of
students (children and adults) since its publication several decades ago, and has been translated into seven languages. This famous method of learning piano for beginners, although challenged for some of its pedagogical aspects, is still seduced with its very classic musical style (bass Alberti, etc.). The work for novice pianists contains essentially exercises and teaches some of the basics of classical piano. It was designed to follow
the teacher's advice (the testimony is not enough to use it alone). There is also the Rose 2nd Year Method, with Essor subtitles, which follows from the original work. Educator Work, designed for the first year (or early years) of the piano, provides the basis (melodic, rhythmic and harmonious). It starts with pedagogy in disconnected keys (reading notes first only in the key of the earth, then only in the F key). Indeed, the first pages, only
in a hammer key, offer exercises on five notes for the right hand, and then for the left hand, in the position of the back (five fingers play five notes do re mi fa sol), and then in the position of the ground (on the floor notes that si do re). The F key is then examined (also disassociated from the area of the earth key). The following pages always offer research exercises on five notes in the main position C (in major C) and then in the
position of the ground (in G major), but this time almost always on double coverage (right hand in the key of the ground, left hand in F key), then small studies (or small pieces of music) of progressive complexity. The following chapters discuss the study of the most commonly used changes (fa sharp, then B flat, etc.) and tones other than C major or G major. The frequent use of Alberti bass (very popular in the 18th century) in several
exercises on the left hand gives them a certain appeal and a very classic spirit. The End of the Book scales (in the simplest and most frequent tones: do major, G major, etc.) and some famous musical pieces (Venice Carnival, He was a shepherd, King Dagobert). The main strengths are very progressive pedagogy (melodic, harmonious and rhythmic), and increasing complexity. Easy placement of 5 fingers on 5 joint notes, on the first
pages of the method. The lure of music harmonized by Alberti's bass. Etc. The main critics of the Monotonia of small exercises on five notes (do re mi fa sol, or soil if does d), are considered too repetitive and repulsive (because often in the same tone, Major C or G), as well as a very large number of these exercises, which can be washed. At the beginning of the book, disparate clues can cause confusion during pianistic deciphering
(on the first pages, The left hand plays notes written in the key of the ground at the sight, but located in the F key on the keyboard; on the next page, the right hand plays notes written by the F key at the sight, but located in the key floor on the keyboard), as well as the difficulty of students to find themselves on the piano keyboard in the absence of a teacher (the risk of the wrong range, i.e. play, i.e. play, for example, an octave too high
or too low). It should be noted that in later piano methods, the pedagogical tendency is to read directly in two keys (right hand ground key, left hand in F key). The lack of variety of musical styles offered by the style is exceptionally classic (except for all other pianist styles such as blues, boogie, variety, etc.), as well as the lack of works by great composers. Indeed, over the past two or three decades, other piano methods for beginners
have approached the simplest works of great composers (Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin...), as well as the introduction of jazz and contemporary music (diversity, music from films or television series...): The Method of Roses may seem rather outdated compared to modern piano methods. Competition from many other techniques Over the past few decades, competition from new piano techniques that are becoming more numerous
and more attractive (with diverse content across all styles of music and sometimes the presence of a CD), means that, according to music libraries, rose's method is much less successful than in the past. But it is still present in a wide range of piano pedagogy. Notes and Links Music Portal Classical Music This document comes from . VAN DE VELDE Section 1 60 VAN DE VELDE VV101 01/01/1901 97905600517
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